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Online Quiz League 

Questions set by:  Baader-Meinhoff Phenomenon Edited by: Robert Crawley and Paddy  
For use in: Season 9 Week 4 Friendly matches played 01/02/2023 

Correct as of: 01/02/2023 
 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 
 
 

 
Round 1 



1a The American activist Patrisse Cullors is credited with creating what hashtag, following the acquittal of George 

Zimmerman, who was on trial for the murder of teenager Trayvon Martin? #BlackLivesMatter 

1b 
Which Italian artist, associated with the Mannerist style, garnered the nickname "Il Furioso" ("The Furious") for his fast-

paced painting style? His work is characterised by muscular figures, such as in "The Miracle of the Slave". 

Tintoretto 

(accept Jacopo Robusti) 

2a 
Which British-Kosovan singer is in a reported 'throuple' with the director Taika Waititi and actor Tessa Thompson? Her 

UK Number 1 hits include RIP, and How We Do (Party). Rita Ora 

2b Modest Mussorgsky and Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov were prominent 19th-century composers who, as part of a group called 

‘The Five’, worked to create a national style of classical music in what country? Russia 

3a 

Which cinematographer had been nominated for 13 consecutive Academy Awards for Best Cinematography without 

success? He finally won on his 14th and 15th nominations, for Blade Runner and 1917 respectively. Roger Deakins 

3b 

What is the common term given to flowering plants that live for several seasons, blooming year after year? Perennials 

4a 

In poker, what name is given to a hand that contains five cards of ascending rank with different suits? Straight 

4b 
Tiraspol is the largest city and capital of what de facto breakaway state, which is internationally recognised as a part of 

Moldova? It controls a narrow strip of land between the river Dniester and the Moldova-Ukraine border. 

Transnistria (accept 

Pridnestrovian Moldavian 

Republic) (accept PMR) 

 
 



 
 
Round 2 

  1a A scene in Glass Onion: A Knives Out Mystery sees many famous faces playing Among Us with detective Benoit Blanc. 

One of these was which actress, who died in 2022? She starred as Jessica Fletcher in Murder She Wrote. Angela Lansbury 

1b 
Which Norwegian mathematician made his discoveries while living in poverty, dying aged just 26 of tuberculosis in 

1829? He proved the impossibility of solving the general Quintic equation in radicals, and gives his name to commutative 

groups in group theory. Niels Henrik Abel 

2a Which golf course, located in Arizona, hosts the Phoenix Open as part of the PGA tour? It is known for an electric 

atmosphere at its 16th hole par-3, which is the only hole on the PGA tour to be fully enclosed by grandstands. TPC Scottsdale 

2b Which river, located in Central Africa, is the second-longest on the continent behind the Nile? The deepest river in the 

world, its name is present in the names of two different African countries. Congo River 

3a The 1859 confrontation between the United States and United Kingdom over who occupied the San Juan Islands was 

triggered by the shooting of what farm animal, which gives its name to the war? Pig 

3b Wide Sargasso Sea by Jean Rhys is a prequel to which novel written by Charlotte Brontë? The plot revolves around the 

marriage of Mr. Rochester from the point of view of his first wife, Bertha Mason. Jane Eyre 

4a When making a savoury sauce, what process involves adding liquid such as stock or wine to a pan to loosen the food 

particles attached to the bottom from cooking or searing? Deglazing / to Deglaze 

4b Which supergroup, formed in the 1980s, was made up of singer Robert Palmer; former Chic drummer Tony Thompson; 

and Duran Duran members John and Andy Taylor? They had a hit with 'Some Like It Hot'. Power Station 

 
 



 
 
 
 
Round 3 

1a Meaning "speed-play" in Swedish, what training session involves alternating periods of faster and slower running, often 

over level and hilly terrain? Fartlek 

1b Which country of the Americas has the longest coastline of any country in the world? It has coasts on the Arctic; Pacific; 

and Atlantic oceans. Canada 

2a What event started in Pudding Lane, London in 1666? Diarist Samuel Pepys famously buried his wine and cheese to 

protect them from this event. The Great Fire of London 

2b Isobutylene-Isoprene or Butyl Rubber is a material used in the automotive industry. What specific application within the 

industry makes use of its high impermeability to air? 

Inner Tubes/Tyre Liners (prompt 

on tyres alone) 

3a Which female gymnast was the first Briton to win a world title in artistic gymnastics, winning gold in the floor exercise in 

2009? She was an Olympic bronze medallist in the uneven bars at London 2012, and won Dancing on Ice in 2013. Beth Tweddle 

3b Which Scottish singer-songwriter performed “Flower of Scotland” at Hampden Park before a Euro 2012 qualification 

match against the Czech Republic? In 2007, her debut album “This Is The Life” reached number 1 in the UK charts. Amy MacDonald 

4a 

Which TV presenter and Radio DJ took over as host of Love Island for the current winter series? She hosted an 

eponymous Radio 1 show from 2018-2020, and was previously in a relationship with Stormzy. Maya Jama 

4b In Greek mythology, which multi-headed water creature was the offspring of Typhon and Echidna (eh-KID-nuh), and 

was slain by Heracles during his second labour? 

Lernean Hydra (or Hydra of 

Lerna) 



 
 
 
Round 4 

1a 
Which team sport has a name derived from "game with a stick" in French? It is the oldest organised sport in North 

America. Lacrosse 

1b The winner of the 2022 Olivier Award for Best New Musical was which musical, based on a 1985 Robert Zemeckis film of 

the same name? It includes songs from the movie such as The Power of Love and Johnny B. Goode. Back to the Future 

2a Originating as a comic book, which US musical animated TV show (1968-1978) first saw Sabrina the Teenage Witch on 

screen? A fictional group from the show had a worldwide number 1 single. The Archie Show / The Archies 

2b Originally built during the reign of the Shailendra dynasty in the 9th century, which temple, located in central Java, is the 

world’s largest Buddhist temple? It is noted for the 72 Buddha statues which surround it and was designated a UNESCO 

World Heritage site in 1991. Borobudur or Barabadur 

3a Which businessman appears as a guest on the most watched episode of the Joe Rogan Experience? In the 

episode, this man smoked marijuana and following its broadcast, the price of Tesla shares dropped by 9%. Elon Musk 

3b Which active volcano in Hawaii is the world's largest volcano in both mass and volume above sea level? However, it is 

not the tallest volcano, beaten by another in Hawaii. Mauna Loa (and not Mauna Kea) 

4a 2021 Nobel Peace Laureate Dmitry Muratov is the co-founder, and editor-in-chief, of which independent Russian 

newspaper, known for its critical coverage of Russia's political affairs? Novaya Gazeta 

4b Polaris, Sirius, and Betelgeuse are examples of what astronomical entity? Stars 
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Round 5 

1a Which golf course, located just outside of Jacksonville, hosts the Players Championship as part of the PGA Tour? It is 

known for its 17th hole “Island Green” par-3, which is widely regarded one of golf’s most difficult holes. TPC Sawgrass 

1b Which Asian country, an archipelago of islands stretching from the Indian to the Pacific Ocean, has the second longest 

coastline of any country in the world? Indonesia 

2a Which Irish TV and radio presenter stepped down as Love Island host in 2022? She hosted a weekly Sunday 

morning show on BBC Radio 5 live between 2018 and 2022 and is married to Love Island narrator Iain Stirling. Laura Whitmore 

2b Which German band's name in their native language translates to Power Station? They were formed in 

Düsseldorf in 1970 by Ralf Hütter and Florian Schneider. Kraftwerk 

3a The year prior to the Great Fire, London was subject to the outbreak of which deadly disease, also documented by 

Samuel Pepys? Some believe the Great Fire helped reduce suffering by scouring the slums, but there is little evidence for 

this. 

The Great Plague (accept any 

form of plague also accept Black 

Death) 

3b Another of Echnida (eh-KID-nuh) and Typhon's offspring was which three-headed canine, captured from the Underworld 

by Heracles during his twelfth labour? Cerberus 

4a In cooking, what process involves thickening or intensifying the flavor of a liquid mixture, such as a soup, sauce, wine, or 

juice, by evaporation? Reducing / Reduction 

4b Which French mathematician died in a duel aged just 20 in 1830? He gives his name to a branch of mathematics that 

connects field and group theory. Évariste Galois 

 
 



Round 6 

1a College students Bobby Seale and Huey P. Newton founded what political organisation to challenge excessive use of force 

in the Oakland Police Department? In 1969, J. Edgar Hoover described this organisation as “the greatest threat to the interna l 

security of the country”. Black Panther Party 

1b What is the name given to flowering plants that in a single season or year; germinate, grow, bloom, and dying when the 

frosts appear, usually Autumn? Annuals 

2a 
The second most-watched episode of the Joe Rogan Experience features Bob Lazar and Jeremy Corbell discussing what 

beings? Lazar’s claims on these beings fuelled conspiracy theories about the work that goes on at Area 51. 

Aliens (accept 

Extraterrestrials, UFOs, or 

equivalents) 

2b 
Which temple in Bihar marks the location where the Buddha is said to have achieved enlightenment? It has been a major 

pilgrimage destination for Buddhists for over 2 millennia and was designated a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2002. Mahabodhi (Ma-ha-BO-dee) 

3a 

Which non-ball team sport has a name derived from "let's hold hands" in Tamil? The objective of the game is for a "raider" 

to tag as many defenders as possible without being tagged themselves. Kabaddi 

3b 
In aiming to produce a uniquely Russian style of classical music, 'The Five' often critiqued Western conventions followed by 

which composer, known for ballets such as ‘The Nutcracker’ and ‘Swan Lake’? Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky 

4a 

Which Mexican cinematographer won Academy Awards for directing photography on Gravity; Birdman; and The Revenant 

in 2013, 2014 and 2015 respectively, making him the first cinematographer to win the award in three consecutive years? 

Emmanuel Lubezki 

(accept Chivo) 



4b 

Which dormant volcano in the Caucasus mountains is the highest peak in both Russia and Europe? Mount Elbrus 

 
Round 7 

1a Also appearing in Glass Onion was which American composer; lyricist; and screenwriter, who died in 2022? His 

movie The Last of Sheila is a key inspiration for Glass Onion, but he is more famous for shows such as Into the Woods; 

Company; and Follies. Stephen Sondheim 

1b Which Scottish singer-songwriter performed “Flower of Scotland” at Hampden Park before a 2014 World Cup 

qualification match against Belgium? Since then, she has become better known for her singles “The Best You Had”, and 

“The Moments I’m Missing”. Nina Nesbitt 

2a Which female gymnast was the second British woman to become world floor champion at Liverpool in 2022? She also 

won team silver and all-round bronze, and she also won the 2022 BBC Young Sports Personality of the Year. 

Jessica Gadirova (do not accept 

Jennifer Gadirova) 

2b Which river, located in Western Africa, is the third-longest on the continent behind the Nile and Congo? It names one 

country and features in the name of another, flowing through both these countries, as well as Mali; Benin; and Guinea. Niger River 

3a Named for its Japanese creator, which version of High Intensity Interval Training does each workout last for only four 

minutes, with alternating efforts of 20 seconds' working out, then 10 seconds' rest? Tabata 

3b Another property of butyl rubber is its low rebound resilience, meaning it doesn't bounce very well, although this property 

increases when warmed. Which sports ball is exclusively made from this material? Squash balls 

4a What alcoholic spirit gives its name to the 49 year long friendly war between Denmark and Canada over who occupied 

Hans Island? It finally ended in 2022 when both sides came to a border agreement. Whiskey 

4b Death Comes to Pemberley by P.D James serves as a continuation of which novel written by Jane Austen? The plot 

revolves around a murder mystery that takes place six years after the marriage of Elizabeth Bennet and Mr. Darcy. Pride and Prejudice 

 



 
 
 
 
Round 8 

1a Which British former heavyweight world champion boxer is in a reported 'throuple' with The Saturdays singer Una 

Healy, and his girlfriend, Sian Osborne? A long-time rival of Derek Chisora, his most famous victory came in 2009 against 

the giant Nikolai Valuev. 

David Haye (accept "The 

Hayemaker") 

1b Alongside Tintoretto and Titian, which artist was part of “the great trio" that dominated Venetian painting in the 16th 

century? He is known for very large paintings of historical and religious scenes, such as “The Wedding at Cana” and “The 

Feast in the House of Levi". 

Paolo Veronese (accept Paolo 

Caliari) 

2a 
2021 Nobel Peace Laureate Maria Ressa is CEO and cofounder of which Filipino online news site, which has shone a 

light on corruption in the government and the drug war? Rappler 

2b Sombrero and Andromeda are examples of what astronomical entity, defined as a system of stars? Galaxy/-ies 

3a Which British-American comedian's US comedy variety show featured the first TV appearance of characters from The 

Simpsons? She went on to have a successful music career, with top ten hits in both the US and the UK. Tracey Ullman 

3b Stepanakert is the largest city and de facto capital of what breakaway state located in the Southern Caucasus? Armenia 

occupied this region in 1994, but a conflict in 2020 between Armenia and Azerbaijan saw it fall under Azerbaijani control. 

Republic of Artsakh or Nagorno-

Karabakh Republic 

4a 

In poker, what name is given to a hand that contains five cards of the same suit? 

Flush (accept more specific 

answers e.g. straight flush and 

royal flush) 

4b The winner of the 2017 Olivier Award for Best New Musical was which Tim Minchin musical, based on a Roald Dahl 

novel of the same name? Its songs include Naughty and Revolting Children. Matilda the Musical 



 
We hope you have enjoyed this friendly set. Please remember that the friendlies are written by volunteers who are all members of OQL so 

please consider that when making comments regarding the friendly set. 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
Spares 

1 Founded in Italy in 2011 but now owned by Etsy, which e-commerce platform allows users to buy and sell used, vintage 

and repurposed clothes? Tommy Hilfiger recently announced it will resell returns and damaged pieces via the site. Depop 

2 

In chemistry, what name is given to a pair of compounds that have exactly the same molecular formula, but differ from 

each other in the way atoms are arranged? Isomers 

3 Which Japanese TV series, based on a manga by Haro Aso, follows people trapped in an abandoned Tokyo, forced to 

compete in dangerous games, whose type and difficulty are represented by playing cards? Alice in Borderland 

4 In 2018, a video went viral on YouTube of a drunk Scottish man trying to insert his bank card into what object? Fence 

 
 


